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AIONCDER Nitrile rubber ,1 Rolls, Rolls 1/16" (.062") Thick x
11.8" Wide x 47" Long Solid Rubber
AIONCDER

$25.99

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

 SHARE  TWEET  PIN IT

AIONCDER NITRILE RUBBER ,1 ROLLS, ROLLS 1/16" ( .062") THICK X 11.8" WIDE X 47" LONG
SOLID RUBBER 

[Super high quality rubber] -AIONCDER is the world's leading distributor of rubber products with more than 30 years of experience. Our rubber is made in China,

and our quality is second to none. We complete orders of all shapes and quantities.

[Strong, durable, flexible]-Our rubber is praised for its outstanding durability, elasticity and strength. Under a wide range of temperatures and conditions, it remains

strong and flexible, making it suitable for almost any imaginable use.

[DIY Projects Galore] – Easily cut these rubber sheets into DIY gaskets, pads, seals, crafts and more! Nowadays, rubber is used for almost all purposes-known for

its long service life, cushioning, waterproof properties and flexibility.

[Noise reduction]-Prevent unnecessary vibration of stereo speakers, furniture, washing machines and dryers. Rubber is the best material in the world to absorb

shock and vibration.

[Advanced sealant and protective agent]-Our rubber sheet can be used to seal pipes, insulate wires, and even protect hardwood floors through its cushioning

properties.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Style: Rolls 1/16" (.062") Thick x 11.8" Wide x 47" Long

Strange materials that can really be done! The ideal size rubber sheet for most purposes. We offer various types, sizes and volumes of rubber sheets and film. -

Handicrafts that require soft and strong materials to maintain their shape-DIY rubber gaskets can be easily made using these high-quality rubber sheets-cushions that

reduce noise or prevent wear-furniture, equipment or anywhere else! -Can absorb any kind of shock, hammer or vibration-cushion or soften sharp edges. 

Our rubber is known for its excellent quality-strength, hardness, flexibility and durability in various temperature and application ranges. It is strong enough-they can use it

on super heavy machinery such as airplanes and tires-and then we think it should be strong enough for home DIY projects. But just in case, for whatever reason-we are

also passionate about customer service. With more than 30 years of experience in this industry, we have heard everything and have helped customers solve all their

problems. Call us anytime.

PRODUCT DETAILS
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Is Discontinued By Manufacturer : No

Product Dimensions : 12.99 x 2.8 x 1.97 inches; 1.64 Pounds

Item model number : AIONCDER-10A

Manufacturer : AIONCDER
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